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Executive summary
The Future Network Forum (the Forum) was held on Thursday 11 November 2021 at the Darwin Convention Centre
and was attended by 78 representatives from key stakeholder cohorts and Power Water Corporation (Power and
Water) staff and management.
Table 1 - Future Network Forum Attendees

Northern
Territory
Government

Retailers

Customers and
Generators

Industry
Specialists

9

8

21

3

Power Water
Corporation
staff
11
(including 5 senior
leadership staff)

Power Water
Corporation
Board
2

The session was held as part of early engagement on the 2024-2029 AER Regulatory Proposal and was aimed at
sharing with stakeholders Power and Water’s preliminary thinking around the challenges and opportunities of
transitioning to a ‘least cost’ energy future that supports the greater uptake of renewable energy, changes in
customer preferences and expectations around how they use and consume electricity.
In particular, Power and Water sought feedback and insights from stakeholders on:
•

The role Power and Water plays in supporting the achievement of NT Government’s 50% renewable
energy target by 2030.

•

Network capabilities required to support this transition.

•

Initiatives to help Power and Water bridge identified gaps in its existing capabilities.

Photo of participants listening to one of the presentations
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Presentations at the Forum included:
•

Overview of Power and Water and the Changing Energy Landscape (Power and Water Corporation)

•

The Darwin Katherine Electricity System Plan (The Department of Industry Tourism and Trade)

•

The Future Network Pathways (CSIRO and CutlerMerz)

•

The Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan (The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and
Logistics)

•

The Future Energy Readiness Plan (Power and Water Corporation).

The Forum also included a questions and answers (Q&A) session with panel experts from a range of organisations
including CSIRO, CutlerMerz, Department of Industry and Trade (DITT), Power and Water, Ekistica, Department of
Infrastructure Planning and Logistics (DIPL).
Throughout the Forum, live polling was used to engage participants and capture feedback. Results from the live
polling indicate that the vast majority of respondents thought it was important for their organisation to invest in
renewable energy, although only about half of respondents indicated their organisations had renewable targets.
The vast majority of respondents also thought that the Darwin-Katherine Electricity System Plan (DKESP) 1 was
important for building the necessary momentum for change in the energy system. Less than a third of respondents
indicated that they thought that Power and Water was doing ‘what they should’ to support the achievement of the NT
Government’s 50% renewable energy target by 2030. Most respondents indicated that Power and Water should be
doing more, with a large number of respondents indicating that Power and Water should be doing ‘far more’.
Many respondents indicated it was very important for them personally to move towards zero emissions.
Approximately one third of respondents indicated they were not prepared to pay to reduce their carbon emissions via
their electricity bill, while a third indicated they would be prepared to pay between 5% and 10%. The remaining third
were prepared to pay over 10% more.
More than half of respondents suggested we should do ‘whatever it takes’ to enable carbon emission reductions.
Interestingly, respondents indicated that cost was the number one barrier to the uptake of electric vehicles followed
by anxiety about range. The vast majority of respondents enjoyed the event or thought it was worthwhile.

1

Refer to Northern Territory Government, ‘Darwin Katherine Electricity System Plan: Cleaner, more affordable and secure
electricity system by 2030,’ October 2021.
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1 Introduction
This report provides a summary of materials and key insights from Power and Water’s Future Network Forum which
was held between 2pm and 5pm on Thursday 11 November 2021 at the Darwin Convention Centre. The session was
independently facilitated by Lucy Cole-Edelstein and was attended by 78 representatives from key stakeholder cohorts
and Power and Water staff and management.
Future Network Forum Attendees

Northern
Territory
Government

Retailers

Customers and
Generators

Industry
Specialists

Power Water
Corporation
staff

9

8

21

3

(including 5 senior
leadership staff)

11

Power Water
Corporation
Board
2

Stakeholders had a keen interest in understanding how our network will adapt to fundamental changes in our energy
system, including increasing uptake of renewable energy and adoption of electric vehicles. The development of a
Future Network Strategy outlining our strategic approach for transitioning our network to support the achievement of
NT Government’s 50% renewable energy target (as well as changing customer expectations) will form a key aspect of
our stakeholder engagement for the 2024-29 regulatory proposal.
NT Government has published a series of reports in early October 2021 which are relevant to the Future Networks
Forum. Most importantly, the Darwin-Katherine Electricity System Plan (DKESP) provides a pathway to reach 50%
renewables in the energy system by 2030 including investment targets for large and small scale solar, battery storage,
grid security batteries, and new thermal plants. The DKESP identifies the need to build a new renewable energy hub
by 2025 to accommodate 200MW of large scale solar, and which will connect to the existing transmission network
between Channel Island and Hudson Creek. The DKESP also contemplates a doubling of small scale solar and
increasing home batteries.
Key objectives for the Forum were as follows:
•

Start the conversation about how Power and Water should support and respond to growth in renewable
energy and changing customer behaviour (such as the uptake of electric vehicles)

•

Understand the key priorities and challenges of the rapidly changing energy environment for large
customers and key stakeholders

•

Discuss how Power and Water might proceed in line with the roadmap outlined in the DKESP, including
challenges and opportunities.

The live polling tool, Mentimeter, was used throughout the session to enable participants to ask questions and vote
on other people’s questions. This allowed discussion to be focussed on topics which were of the most interest to
participants. It is important to note that the graphics contained in this report have been compiled for clarity and do
not represent the visuals automatically generated by Mentimeter which were displayed at the event.
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2 Overview of Power and Water and the
Changing Energy Landscape
Summary of presentation by Brendon Crown, Manager Regulation, Economics and Pricing for Power and Water
“The task for Power and Water and also on a number of people in this room is - how do we
address the significant challenges to meet the expectations of customers without imposing
considerable costs?”

Photo of Brendon Crown speaking to participants about the acceleration to the new energy system

In the last decade we have seen a fundamental paradigm shift in how the energy system operates. Before 2010, the
energy system was relatively simple and was characterized by one-way flows of electricity from large gas generators
connected to the transmission network, which were in turn transferred through the series of poles and wires to
customers’ houses or businesses.
Technical advancement and innovation have driven fundamental change in the energy market, with the move away
from highly centralised to decentralised generation, changes in the generation mix, and the introduction of two-way
energy flows on electricity networks at all voltage levels.
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Figure 1 Slide 1 from Brendon Crown's Overview

Decisions around future generation now lies equally with private sector investors and Territory land holders, as well as
tens of thousands of mums and dads and small businesses wanting to place solar panels on their rooftop.
“One in six of Power and Water customers have a solar panel on their roof at their home or
business and our system is already delivering around 10% of its energy from renewable
sources (2020 data)”
While this substantial change presents challenges, it also presents an opportunity for Power and Water to future proof
its network through targeted investment to ensure that it continues to meet customer needs and deliver value to
Territorians now and into the future.
The DKESP sets out the vision for a different energy system to start to emerge in 2030:
•

Ageing gas generators will be replaced with large scale solar farms

•

There will be increasing uptake of residential solar and battery storage that will enable spare solar to be
distributed at night

•

More customers will switch to electric vehicles.
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Figure 2 Slide 2 from Brendon Crown's Overview

The rapid pace of change and evolving customer preferences around how they seek to use and consume electricity is
driving the need for Power and Water to adapt its network. During the Forum Power and Water outlined its views on
the ‘no regrets’ actions to be taken immediately to enable this energy revolution and pursue the ‘goldilocks’
investment pathway. These are the things Power and Water is seeking to discuss with stakeholders now so that we
can develop options for the 2024-29 Regulatory Proposal to present back to key stakeholders.
“Customer expectations are evolving; connection is not simply about getting access to the
grid – today it’s also about solar, and tomorrow it will be batteries and micro-grids. Powering
appliances used to be whitegoods; now it is the digital world of mobiles and Wi-Fi, tomorrow
it is likely to be electric vehicles. Getting information on power outages used to be a case of
call centres, but now our customers want access through the internet. Tomorrow it will be
automatic notifications and updates. Our customers also have more options to disconnect by
going off-grid. “

Figure 3 Slide 3 from Brendon Crown's Overview
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A video taken of a customer who attended the Darwin Show and visited the Power and Water exhibit was then
played. She responds to the question ‘Do you think the NT as a whole should increase the supply of electricity it gets
from solar over the next 20 years?’
Power and Water’s Future Networks Readiness Plan sets out our ‘no regrets’ investments between 2024 and 2029,
with a focus on unlocking the small-scale renewables required to meet the expectations under the DKESP. The
investment to unlock small scale renewables will be combined with any transmission level investment and network
support required to enable grid scale renewables connections and export.
While meeting the timeframes outlined in the DKESP are challenging we are committed to working closely with NT
Government and key stakeholders to overcome logistical and regulatory hurdles, so that we can set the network up to
adapt and respond to changes in the future.

Figure 4 Slide 4 from Brendon Crown's Overview

Live polling results – Overview of Power and Water and the
Changing Energy Landscape
The following questions were asked of participants and results shown live on the screen.
Participants were asked what topics they wanted to hear about during the session and were able to provide multiple
responses. The topic participants were most interested in hearing about were opportunities for renewables in the
Northern Territory followed by how other networks are unlocking renewables, future grid opportunities, The Darwin
Katherine System Plan and finally electric vehicles.

What would you like to hear about today?
30
20

16

18

The Darwin
Katherine System
Plan

Future grid
opportunities

13

19

26

10
0

Electric vehicles

How other networks Opportunities for
are unlocking low renewables in the
cost renewables
NT

Figure 5 Question 1 Live Polling Future Networks Forum
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Photo of facilitator Lucy Cole-Edelstein giving instructions for submitting responses to the live polls

Participants were then asked ‘where are you from?’; 13 participants identified they were from the energy sector, 10
from the Northern Territory Government, 8 were energy stakeholders and 5 from industry.

Where are you from?
Manufacturing 0
Other 17

Industry 5
Energy stakeholder 8

NT Government 10
Energy sector 13
Figure 6 Question 2 Live Polling Future Networks Forum
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53 participants responded to the question ‘how important is it for your organisation to invest in renewable energy?’
Two-thirds of respondents stated it was ‘extremely important and most respondents stated it was either ‘extremely
important’ or ‘very important’ to their organisation.

How important is it for your organisation to invest in
renewable energy?
40
30
20
10
0

35

2

0

0

2

4

Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important

Neutral

Moderately
important

10
High
importance

Extremely
important

Figure 7 Question 3 Live Polling at Future Network Forum

Participants were then asked how important it was for them personally that we move to zero emissions. 39 of the 51
respondents indicated it was ‘extremely important’ or of ‘high importance’, 9 said moderately important, one was
‘neutral’, one said it was of ‘low importance’ and one said it was ‘not important at all’.

How important is it for you personally that we move to
zero emissions?
30
20
10
0

1

1

0

1

Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important

Neutral

9

11

Moderately
important

High
importance

28

Extremely
important

Figure 8 Question 4 Live Polling Future Networks Forum

56 participants responded to the question regarding whether their organisation had emissions/renewable targets.
Approximately half of the respondents responded with ‘yes’, their organisation had targets, while over a third
responded with ‘no’ and a small proportion said they ‘didn’t know’.

Does your organisation have renewable/emissions
targets?
Don't know, 6

Yes, 29
No, 21

Figure 9 Question 5 Live Polling Future Networks Forum

A video from the Darwin Show in which a customer responds to the question ‘what do you think about using new
technology such as electric vehicles?’ was then played.
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Followed by a video in which a Lynne Gallagher, the CEO of Energy Consumers Australia responds to the question
‘what will the energy future look like?’
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3 Presentations by the Panel
The Panel included six speakers, two of whom participated remotely. Each panelist made a short presentation
followed by a question-and-answer session. The panelists were as follows:
-

Jim McKay, Executive Director for the Office of Sustainable Energy, Northern Territory Department of
Industry Tourism and Trade (the agency who produced the DKESP). Jim has more than 20 years’ experience in
the utility and electricity supply industry gained across Australia. Jim was previously the Chief Engineer for
the Power and Water Corporation’s Power Services business, where he was responsible for the delivery of
the major projects program, power system planning and network engineering.

-

Paul Graham, Chief Economist of CSIRO’s Energy Business unit. Paul led the Electricity Network
Transformation Roadmap on behalf Energy Networks Australia and has provided advice to the Australian
Energy Regulator on how to value Distributed Energy Resources. *Paul participated remotely.

-

Tim Edwards, Managing Director, CutlerMerz, a consultancy firm to the power and energy sector who has
provided advice to the Australian electricity networks, governments, and regulators. The firm is at the
forefront of the energy revolution, advising clients on the transition to clean energy technologies. *Tim
participated remotely.

-

Jo Cruickshank, Director of Transport Strategy and Support with the Department of Infrastructure, Planning
and Logistics. The Department recently released an EV implementation and strategy. Jo has over 20 years’
experience working in transport and in 2019, Jo undertook a Churchill Fellowship to study cycling policies and
programs in the UK and Europe.

-

Lyndon Frearson, Founder, Ekistica. Lyndon been working on the Alice Springs Future Grid project. Ekistica
specialises in infrastructure in regional and remote areas, and as its founder, Lyndon has 20 years’ experience
in heavy industry, manufacturing and construction of major projects from Kenya to the Cook Islands. Lyndon
has directly overseen the delivery of over $1 billion of greenfield renewable projects and supported the
delivery of a further $5 billion of projects, including wind, solar and hydro plants. Lyndon has been active in
the Northern Territory energy sector for over 15 years having previously been Deputy Chair of the Roadmap
to Renewables Taskforce, a member of the Board of the Energy Resources Institute and is currently Project
Director of the Alice Springs Future Grid consortium.

-

Stephen Vlahovic, Executive General Manager of Power Services at Power and Water.

The following pages contain the slides from each panelists’ presentation along with the questions and answers from
the live polling. Appendix 1 sets out the questions and responses from the Panel Q&A.

Photo of the panel discussion including three panelists in the room and two participating remotely
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Presentation 1 – The Darwin Katherine System Plan
A Presentation by Jim McKay from the Office of Sustainable Energy, Northern Territory Department of Industry Tourism
and Trade
Jim McKay presented on the Darwin Katherine Electricity System Plan – a key focus of the Future Networks Forum.
The DKESP, provides strategic guidance on the lowest cost pathway for the Northern Territory to achieve its 50%
renewable energy target by 2030.

Figure 10 Slide 1 from Presentation on The Darwin Katherine System Plan

The plan firmly sets the Northern Territory on a path towards significantly decarbonising the power system to provide
cleaner and more affordable energy to Territorians and has direct implications for Power and Water in terms of how
the distribution network will support the achievement of this goal.

Figure 11 Slide 2 from Presentation on The Darwin Katherine System Plan
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Jim presented on the key highlights of the plan, noting the need for the grid to be responsive to a renewables future
and the additional need for cross industry co-operation to achieve the outcomes the plan is driving towards.

Figure 12 Slide 3 from Presentation on The Darwin Katherine System Plan

Figure 13 Slide 4 from Presentation on The Darwin Katherine System Plan
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Live polling results - The Darwin Katherine System Plan
Following Jim McKay’s presentation on DKESP, participants were asked about the importance of the DKESP for
building the necessary momentum for change in the energy system. 44 of 53 respondents said it was ‘extremely
important’ or of ‘high importance’, 5 said it was moderately important, 2 were ‘neutral’ and 2 said it was ‘slightly
important’.

How important is the Darwin Katherine System Plan for
building the necessary momentum for change in the
energy system?
30
16

20
10
0

28

0

0

2

2

Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important

Neutral

5
Moderately
important

High
importance

Extremely
important

Figure 14 Question 6 Live Polling Future Network Forum

Presentation 2 – Future Network Pathways
A presentation by Paul Graham from the CSIRO and Tim Edwards from CutlerMerz

Figure 15 Slide 1 from Presentation on Future Network Pathways

Paul Graham from CSIRO and Tim Edward from CutlerMerz reflected on their experience and early advice to
Power and Water in respect of the network response to the Northern Territory’s pathway to renewables. They
noted that the network of tomorrow will be markedly different from today. They identified the key drivers of
change are:
•

Significantly more small-scale renewables delivering energy deep in the network

•

Large scale solar located in different places to current generation

•

More opportunities to store excess solar in batteries

•

Increase in energy and demand from electric vehicles.
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Figure 16 Slide 2 from Presentation on Future Network Pathways

Paul and Tim’s view was that Power and Water needs to focus on:
1.

Designing the lowest cost transmission network to connect large scale renewable

2.

Orchestrating small scale renewables securely and efficiently

3.

Ensuring that electric vehicle charging occurs when there is spare capacity unlocking utilisation.

Figure 17 Slide 3 from Presentation on Future Network Pathways
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Live polling results – Understanding participants’ current use
and views on vehicles
Participants were then asked a series of questions via live polling, prior to the upcoming session on electric vehicles.
Participants were asked about the number of vehicles in their household. Approximately half (27 of the 52
respondents) had two vehicles in their household, 11 respondents had either one or two vehicles while 3 respondents
had four vehicles in their household.

How many vehicles are there in your household?
27

30
20
10
0

11

11
3

1

2

3

4

Figure 18 Question 7 Live Polling Future Network Forum

Approximately half (24 of the 51 respondents) indicated they have a daily commute under 10km while 16 have a
commute between 10km and 30km, 6 respondents have a commute between 30km and 50km and give respondents
have a commute of more than 50km.

How far is your average daily commute?
30

24

20

16

10
0

0 - 10 km

10 - 30 km

6

5

30 - 50 km

More than 50 km

Figure 19 Question 8 Live Polling Future Network Forum

Participants were asked to rank the main barriers to the uptake of electric vehicles. Cost ranked the number one
barrier of concern (29), followed by anxiety about range (14), lack of chargers (7) and availability (3).

What do you think are the main barriers to EV uptake in
the NT?
40
30

29
14

20
10
0

Cost

Anxiety about range

7
Lack of chargers

3
Availability

Figure 20 Question 9 Live Polling Future Network Forum
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Presentation 3 - Northern Territory Electric Vehicle Strategy and
Implementation Plan
A presentation by Jo Cruickshank from Transport and Civil Services, Department of Infrastructure, Planning and
Logistics

Figure 21 Slide 1 from Presentation on Northern Territory Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan

Jo Cruickshank provided a summary of the NT Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan. Her presentation
aimed to demystify a number of negative perceptions regarding future uptake of electric vehicles in the NT. Jo
suggested that electric vehicles could unlock significant benefits for Territorians and that the uptake of electric
vehicles will be inevitable as price parity gets nearer. Jo challenged the industry to ensure there is sufficient forward
thinking in respect of electric vehicles. Barriers such as range anxiety require thinking on public charging
infrastructure.

Figure 22 Slide 2 from Presentation on Northern Territory Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan
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Figure 23 Slide 3 Presentation on Northern Territory Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan

Figure 24 Slide 4 from Presentation on Northern Territory Electric Vehicle Strategy and Implementation Plan
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Live polling results – Participants’ views on electric vehicles
When asked about the percentage of cars that will be electric in the Northern Territory in 2040, 14 respondents
indicated they think 10%-29% of cars will be electric by 2040, 14 respondents thought 30% - 59% and 17 respondents
thought 60%-89%. Only 3 of the 49 respondents thought 90-100% of cars will be electric by 2040.

What percentage of cars in the NT will be electric by 2040?
20

14

15

14

17

10
5
0

3

1
0% to 9%

10% to 29%

30% to 59%

60% to 89%

90% - 100%

Figure 25 Question 10 Live Polling Future Networks Forum

Participants ask and respond to questions via the Mentimeter platform on their smart phone
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4 Power and Water Corporation’s Future
Energy Readiness Plan
Summary of presentation by Brendon Crown, Manager Regulation, Economics and Pricing for Power and Water
In January 2023, Power and Water is required to submit its investment and expenditure plans to the Australian Energy
Regulator (AER) covering the electricity network services it provides in Darwin/Katherine, Tennant Creek and Alice
Springs. These expenditure plans will need to include economic justification supporting all network investment,
including any investment in future system enhancements out to June 2029.
The AER will assess Power and Water’s expenditure proposals against criteria set out in statutory rules. This will
include whether the expenditure itself satisfies planning and investment criteria set out in those same rules. A series
of guidelines provided by the regulator will assist in preparing expenditure proposals.
The AER’s Better Resets Handbook makes it clear that there is a clear expectation for Power and Water to enter into
sincere engagement with customers prior to presenting proposed plans in January 2023.

Figure 26 Slide 1 from Presentation on Power and Water Corporation’s Readiness Plan
It is vitally important that over the next 13 months Power and Water establish a clear and defensible investment and
expenditure program that meets customer expectations.
At the system and transmission level, it will be important to ensure market participants, government and the AER are
on the same page regarding the timetable for network investment. In terms of the other network focus areas relating
to small scale renewables acceleration and demand management, Power and Water believe there is a network
capability requirement that is still untapped and some questions that still need to be answered before it can properly
put forward expenditure plans for the next period.
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The Future Networks Readiness plan is directly aimed toward developing key capability requirements to accelerate
small scale renewables in the quickest and cheapest way. To do this Power and Water will need to invest in
understanding:
•

How Power and Water might operate the existing network for two-way flows without the need to invest

•

How Power and Water could create opportunities for retailers and their customers to store excess solar
during the day to be fed back to them at night through community-based storage

•

How the network might stay in front of the likely electrification of the vehicle fleet in the Northern
Territory over the next decade in a way that minimises overall network charges

Figure 27 Slide 2 from Presentation on Power and Water Corporation’s Readiness Plan

Outlined below is a high-level overview of the key initiatives Power and Water is putting in place to address
knowledge and capability gaps. Power and Water are hoping these ‘no regrets’ actions today will support the
Goldilocks investment plans in 2023.

Figure 28 Slide 3 from Presentation on Power and Water Corporation’s Readiness Plan
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Figure 29 Slide 4 from Presentation on Power and Water Corporation’s Readiness Plan

Figure 30 Slide 5 from Presentation on Power and Water Corporation’s Readiness Plan
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Live polling results – Appetite for paying for reduction in carbon
emissions
Participants were asked how much they would be prepared to pay via their electricity bill to reduce their carbon
emissions. 13 of the 40 respondents said they would not be prepared to pay anything, 14 said they would pay
between 5% and 10%, 5 said they would pay between 10% and 25% and 8 said ‘whatever it takes – we must do it’.

How much are you prepared to pay via your electricity bill
to reduce your carbon emissions?
14

13

15

8

10

5

5
0

Nothing

5% - 10% more than now 10% - 25% more than now Whatever it takes - we
must do it

Figure 31 Question 11 Live Polling Future Networks Forum

Participants were asked ‘how important is changing the grid to achieving the Darwin Katherine System Plan?’ Most
respondents (32 out of 38) respondents said it was ‘extremely important’ or of ‘high importance’.

How important is changing the grid to achieving the
Darwin Katherine System Plan?
26

30
20
10
0

1

1

2

1

1

Not at all
important

Low
importance

Slightly
important

Neutral

Moderately
important

6
High
importance

Extremely
important

Figure 32 Question 12 Live Polling Future Networks Forum

Participants were asked ‘What do you think about what Power and Water is doing to support the 2030 50% renewable
emissions target set by the NT Government?’, 12 out of 40 respondents said Power and Water is ‘doing exactly what
they should’, 5 said they ‘should do slightly more’, 6 said they ‘should do moderately more’ and 16 said they ‘should
do far more’.

What do you think about what Power and Water is doing
to support the 2030 50% renewable emissions target set
by the NT Government?
20
15
10
5
0

16

12
1

0

0

Should do far
less

Should do
moderately
less

Should do
slightly less

5
Doing exactly Should do
what they
slightly more
should

6
Should do
moderately
more

Should do far
more

Figure 33 Question 13 Live Polling Future Networks Forum
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5 Consultation and next steps
Power and Water will continue to engage with a number of different customer groups over the next 14 months. This
will be guided by the Power and Water Customer Advisory Committee. Power and Water will be testing assumptions
and options during this time with the aim of releasing a draft plan for public consultation in June next year. It is
expected that an update of progress against the Future Networks Readiness Plan will be made in March/April of 2022.

Figure 34 Slide 1 on Consultation and Next Steps

Figure 35 Slide 2 on Consultation and Next Steps
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6 Forum Event Feedback
When asked about how they found the Future Networks Forum, most respondents (32 out of 39) selected the
multiple-choice option ‘awesome - really enjoyed it’ or ‘great - it was worthwhile attending’, 6 respondents said it was
‘a bit interesting’ and one said it was ‘nothing new’.

How did we do?

19

20
15

13

10

6

5
0

1
Awesome - really enjoyed Great - was worthwhile
it!
attending

Okay - a bit interesting

Meh - nothing new

Figure 36 Live polling results on Forum Event Feedback
When asked about topics for a future forum, 17 respondents said they would like ‘deeper dive into fewer topics’ while
9 said ‘more interactive – working at tables’, 6 said they would like ‘more Q&A and a broader mix of panelists’ and 6
said ‘more of the same – this was great’.

If we had another Forum, what would you like to see?
More Q&A and
broader mix of
panellists, 6

More of the same this was great!, 6

More interactive working at tables, 9
Deeper dive into
fewer topics, 17

Figure 37 Live polling results on Forum Event Feedback
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Participants talking to one another in a break
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Appendix – Results from Panel Q&A Session
Participants asked their questions via Mentimeter live polling access via their smart phones. Participants were able to
vote on each other’s questions to indicate popularity of a particular questions.
The following table summarises key questions asked of the panel and the answers provided. Please note this is a not a
verbatim transcript and questions and answers have been edited for brevity and clarity. Not all questions were raised
and answered at the Forum, however responses have been provided post-event and are included in this report for
information-sharing rather than documentation purposes.
The most popular question which received 12 ‘likes’ was ‘what pricing incentives will be required in order to
encourage daytime use of energy but at the same time encourage network demand to occur at times of low demand?’
The second most popular question was ‘why are large-scale solar farms waiting +24 months to connect?’ which
received 11 ‘likes’.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Likes

Question

Response from Panelists

12

What pricing incentives will be required to
encourage daytime use of energy but at the
same time encourage network demand to
occur at times of low demand?

[Contribution from CSIRO/Cutler Merz] There will
be a mixture of possible approaches. Tariff
structures can be modified in a way that will
encourage some people to change their energy
use behaviour at different times of the day.
Setting pricing structures and tariffs are not easy
as they may lead to ‘coincident behaviour’ (i.e.
The bulk of customers attempting to charge at
times of low demand/cost) which could in turn
will strain the network. Ideally, we want to see
‘smooth and slow’ charging and discharging
rather than reacting to price signals and using
sharp behaviours as that can mess up the load
curve.
We probably need to innovate more and think
beyond tariffs.
Other possible approaches see the emergence of
‘aggregators’ who will provide demand
management services.
Another issue is that consumers are
overwhelmingly focused on usability – they have
no interest in the power network, they just want
to get on with their lives. This can be a problem
when the solutions that are being developed are
increasingly complex.

11

Why are large-scale solar farms waiting +24
months to connect?

[Contribution from Power and Water, DiTT] The
paradigm shift/revolution that we are seeing
regarding solar - particularly large scale solar has occurred faster than all our planning
timeframes suggested. The power network has
traditionally not been setup to respond as fast as
companies would have liked to make new
connections. The connection of large-scale solar
farms created new and greater challenges.
In a physical sense, COVID has certainly impacted
PWC ability to get men and resources on the
ground to make new connections.
However, resourcing extends to capability and
capacity to develop system modelling to support
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connections – under the old paradigm (generator
at one end of the network, load at the other) it
was fairly straightforward for the network
business to determine the impact of a
connection. Under the new paradigm (energy
flows going both ways) it’s not as simple
anymore. Modelling of the new power network
has been something having to be learnt, not just
in the NT or AUS but globally. To that end,
network modellers are in demand globally which
makes it quite difficult to get proper modelling
resources to ensure that connections are not
putting the network at risk.
Rapid changes to generator performance
standards in the years since solar has been being
planned and implemented have caused issues.
Generators connecting solar farms themselves
have had their own challenges meeting new
requirements.
The idea of the renewable energy hubs is to help
with this. The studies being done on single
duplicate connection points show lower risks of
failure within connection process – this will
benefit the entire industry. In the NT, there is an
issue of scale regarding the hubs – important to
work at ways to make connections better, faster
and lower risk.

8

7

The DKESP provides a good plan for what is
needed but doesn't explain how it will be
achieved. What are the plans make changes
to the regulatory frameworks to make it
happen?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

What infrastructure is needed to unlock EV
demand management?

[response by Power and Water and DIPL]

Part of the reason for the Future Networks
Forum is to ensure that the regulatory hurdles
and timeframes become clear to all participants
and there is a common understanding of how to
overcome them. Future forums and activities
will work through the best way to approach and
overcome these hurdles.
Providing EV infrastructure not too difficult
within current infrastructure – issues arise when
moving outside of urban areas where there is
less secure infrastructure.
There is a question of who will provide the EV
infrastructure (public or private) and then the
implementation and interaction between
consumer and provider.
Too early to start thinking about EV and
connection to grid, the world is still solving the
EV issues, so we’ll have to wait and see how
others respond and go from there.
Power and Water see their role around EV as
being able to provide energy to charging stations
when they are eventually implemented on a
larger scale.
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7

The system plan will require significant
investment. How do you see this being
financed, as the existing government subsidies
significantly reduce price signals?

[response by DiTT and Power and Water]
Government subsidies for pricing signals are
around the Community Service Obligations –
basically, the government will regulate retail
pricing however there aren’t subsidies
throughout the supply chain. We don’t believe
the subsidies will change the price signal in a way
that will stop generation – there is still a need
and requirement to continue with the services
PWC provide.
Where it may have an effect is things like:
demand management, VPP’s (virtual power
plants), time of use tariffs and tariff reform. That
brings the wider question of tariff reform into
scope.
Although price signals will play a part, there are
opportunities for retailers to innovate in ways
that will make life easier for customers.

Will Power and Water seek approval for
additional expenditure, before its next
regulatory submission, to implement its
Readiness Plan?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Who is going to pay for the new
infrastructure?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Power and Water is accessing its Demand
Management Innovation Allowance to fund the
projects under the future networks readiness
plan.

Power and Water will need to incorporate any
new investment in its regulatory proposal which
will also estimate the expected revenues
required to recover costs and the expected prices
that it needs to charge retailers to collect these
revenues.
Are you tracking the solar projects that
Industry / Other Government agencies are
proposing and how that will add to the grid?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Are there similar natural environments abroad
that are ahead on their renewables journey
that will allow us to learn from and accelerate
our NT plan as a result?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Do you see affordability a key constraint given
the small customer base vs service areas?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

A number of possible projects are planned for
the NT and Power and Water is regularly
engaging with potential proponents.

In many ways, Power and Water is unique in that
it operates relatively small isolated grids (but
which are bigger than usual microgrids) and
there are not too many comparator networks
moving to a 50% renewables target with similar
scale and size. Power and Water is looking at
best practice domestically and globally to
determine innovations to be tested in the NT
framework.

In our discussions with customers, there is an
acknowledgement that energy prices are high in
the Territory and therefore affordability will
Community Engagement Report
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always be an issue. The Darwin Katherine System
Plan projects an overall reduced system cost if
the plan compared to a status quo approach.

Who will pay for the new HV infrastructure to
the renewable plant zones? Given only 60MW
is connecting in 2025, then the rest in 202730, how will these costs be shared equally?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

How do we manage customer education and
awareness around electricity prices,
considering the anticipated lower annual cost
may not translate to customer savings in the
short term?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Why do you think 105MW of BESS plus
distributed BESS will not be enough to turn
the gas machines off in the middle of the day?

Depending on the regulatory arrangements, the
network investment would be recovered through
the existing pricing framework.

Our engagement with customers has already
identified this as a key issue. The expected
increases in network prices will need to be
managed against a transition to solar which is
projected to provide lower generation prices in
the long run.
[not raised in forum – DITT response]
The modelling undertaken as part of the Darwin
Katherine System Plan made the assumptions
underpinning the scenarios.
Other scenarios are possible, including this one,
depending on the actual demonstrated
performance of the batteries in a number of key
areas.
At this stage, turning the gas units off completely
is not required to meet the 50% renewable
energy target, however the DKESP is a dynamic
plan being revised every 2 years. To the extent
that battery performance shows such outcomes
are possible, we could adapt to do so.

How do we encourage people to charge their
EVs at the ‘right’ time of the day?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Power and Water needs to understand what the
right time of day is from a network perspective.
Incentives range from ensuring charging
infrastructure is in areas where the impact on
future network investment is less likely to pricing
signals to ensure customers can enjoy cheaper
prices at some times of the day

Is consideration being given to the end of life
challenges of solar, i.e. sustainable disposal or
recycling of panels and batteries?

[not raised in forum – DITT response]
The system plan and the work PWC is doing is
primarily on bringing Solar to bear.
There have been studies done around disposing
of panels and the issue once again is one of scale.
Right now the amount of panels is relatively
small. Once we begin to implement the massive
hyperscale Solar farms, issues may arise.
At this moment in time the short answer is: not
enough consideration is being given to this issue
however there is a growing concern for these
issues.
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Regarding batteries for EV, the current estimated
timeframe looks around 8-12 years. However at
the end of that, those batteries can then be used
for domestic purposes, so there is the possibility
for the extension of lifecycle and reuse in that
sense. On a national level, there is work being
done on battery recycling as well.
It’s important as well not to factor in false
equivalency, in the sense that issues like this can
sometimes appear to be a reason not to do
something. On top of that, it is apparent that
even though a solar module may reach the end
of its lifecycle in the utility sector, there is no
reason to believe it has then lost all value due to
SOME degradation. E.g. Solar panels installed in
the 80’s are still operating at 60% output.

How do you deal with range anxiety with
electric vehicles in the NT

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Range anxiety is a clear issue raised by
Territorians in our customer engagement.
Education is one key element of this – noting that
many people in the NT commute via car and
would travel less than 10km per day on average.
Obviously improved charging infrastructure
would assist.

Will the 210MW of BESS outlined in the DKIS
Plan remove the GPS requirements for
forming?

[not raised in forum – DITT Response]
The Plan assumes that firming services are
provided as a part of the total generation plant,
not as additional system security services.
It may be possible to value stack batteries to
provide such services concurrently which would
further improve the efficiency of delivering
renewable energy.

In the first report of the Territory Economic
Reconstruction Commission there was a
recommendation of a feasibility study for a
HVDC cable to connect Alice Springs with
Darwin - is this being consider

[not raised in forum – DITT response]
The DKESP does not include connection to Alice
Springs.
However, the plan does consider an alternative
scenario which assumes a 1GW system, to guide
current development, and that system considers
the potential for connection of large scale
renewables from southern and/or central
regions.

Not a great emphasis on the hydrogen
economy. Surely hydrogen will become a
game changer arm-in -arm with solar/wind.

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

Is taking customers who are on fringe of grid
transmission networks and replacing them

[not raised in forum – DITT response]
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The Plan does contemplate hydrogen sourced
generation over the longer term. The
Government’s renewable hydrogen master plan
also provides details of the proposed pathway to
developing the hydrogen industry in the
Northern Territory.
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with off grid micro grids being considered in
the system plan?

The Plan does contemplate Demand
Management approaches which does include the
potential for fringe of grid communities. Work is
also being developed as part of NT Government’s
Remote power system strategy.

What does a inverter based generation only
grid look like? Is this a potential endgame?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
The Plan recognises and plans for the challenges
in transitioning to a system that increases
inverter based generation over time.

How do we know we will get private sector
investment to meet the renewable target

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
The plan is aimed toward ensuring there is the
appropriate access and incentive for private
sector investment over time.

How can the system be secure with solar if
you get monsoon storms. Will we be out of
power?

[response by DITT]
This issue has been acknowledged and addressed
through the system plan as it is a very valid
concern.
In the system plan, we’re not abandoning
thermal generation. Instead, we’re shifting to
having thermal, battery and solar. This will allow
a backstop of sorts, if there are environmental
issues such as monsoons or even maintaining
power through the night.
Studies have shown that even with extremely
low solar generation, under the new system we
will still be able to provide energy, even at peak
demand.
Short answer – The additional capacity we’re
bringing and the new mix of technologies will
allow us to deal with environmental obstacles.

Aren’t the renewable energy hubs too close to
the coast for cycle risk wiping out solar
capacity?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Note response above.
Renewable Energy Hubs are located in a similar
area to most other power stations, and most of
the power network. This is not expected to
increase the risk from current levels.

How susceptible are large scale solar farms to
extreme weather events compared to the
current poles & wire infrastructure?

Does the NT have enough skilled engineers to
deliver all of the required projects to meet the
2030 target?
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[not raised in forum – DITT response]
Solar farms are built to standards to suit their
location and conditions - in the same manner
than other infrastructure is built. This is not
expected to increase the risk from current levels
[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Resourcing capacity and capability are creating
challenges for network businesses across
Australia and Power and Water is no exception.
Logistic issues, including available staff and
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resources will need to be considered as part of
the planning process.

Are the smart meters being installed capable
of real time usage monitoring and how do you
anticipate making this data available to
consumers to encourage behaviour change to
daytime consumption?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Smart meters are capable of providing near real
time response, but most do not at this time as
the main use is billing. Power and Water is
exploring ways to leverage available data to
signal the operating state of low voltage feeders
in real time.
Power and Water is also looking at ways to
ensure customers are given the right signals to
make decisions in relation to daytime
consumption.

Given a connection application for generation
scale solar currently takes longer than 3 years,
what specific investment in capacity is PWC
contemplating to remove impediments to
renewables

A limiting factor for behind the meter (btm)
solid solar systems is ramp rate requiring
batteries . It is a restriction as the batteries
are costly and high maintenance. Is Power and
Water open to alternate methods of achieving
ramprate?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
The key area that has impacted on project
timelines for generators that commenced their
connection process prior to 1 April 2019 is the
introduction of new generator access standards
post March 2020. This has required generators to
provide accurate models and connections studies
and Power and Water to undertake due diligence
in addition to compliance testing and
commissioning much later than in a normal
connection process. Moving forward these
activities will be at the front end and should
improve timelines. In addition we are increasing
resources to co-ordinate the end to end process.

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]
Yes, we are open to consider innovative methods
that achieves the same equivalent outcome of
16%/minute as outlined in AS4777.2 and our
Embedded Generation specification.

2025 is the new 2030. It feels like you are
keen to hold back the tide. Is that the
strategy?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

What is the single biggest change that PWC
will make to unlock access to the grid and
enabling a future of 50% RE?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

The renewable focus is solar and EVs and the
effects on grid stability. These all require

[not raised in forum – DITT response]
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A key issue we want to discuss with customers is
whether our proposed plans are going too fast or
too slow. This is part of our goldilocks
investment approach

Financially, the biggest change will be investment
in transmission and related infrastructure to
enable large scale renewable investment. From a
technology perspective, the biggest change
relates to how we unlock more capacity for small
scale renewables without duplicating the existing
network.
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batteries from rare earth minerals, has the
battery technology reached a satisfactory
sustainable lifespan

Battery technology is able to achieve economic
benefits at current lifespan.

With increasing BTM solar and hence less
consumption, will PWC move to a capacity
based tariff regime to maintain the capacity in
the network for when there is no solar
generation?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

How’s will the NT retailers take into account
network cost reflective tariffs to incentivise
demand management vs the energy
component for residential customers?

[not raised in forum – Power and Water
response]

What is the difference between a community
battery and a VPP

Community batteries are quite often owned by
the network and then space in the battery is
rented out to customers or utilised by customers
for a fee (cloud storage a common analogy).

Battery technology development is ongoing and
the DKESP is a dynamic plan being revised every
2 years and may consider other storage
technologies if viable.

Power and Water recognises that the current
approach to recovering network charges can lead
to inequitable outcomes and is looking at ways to
ensure that network costs are recovered
efficiently and fairly from our customer base.
This has an added benefit of improving our
efficient costs over time. However, the various
options and the transition path need to be
thought through carefully in discussion with
retailers and customers.

Power and Water recognises that the current
approach to recovering network charges can lead
to inequitable outcomes and is looking at ways to
ensure that network costs are recovered
efficiently and fairly from our customer base.
This has an added benefit of improving our
efficient costs over time. However, the various
options and the transition path need to be
thought through carefully in discussion with
retailers and customers.

VPP (Virtual Power Plant) doesn’t necessarily
have to have a battery attached. VPP uses
someone else’s generation (solar or battery) and
have the network buy that energy and use it
somewhere else. Quite often a battery would be
attached to a customer’s VPP, and they would be
selling energy out of that battery and the
network would be sending it to another
customer in a different location.
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